AUCTIONS ENDING ON TUESDAY, 18TH JANUARY 2022 FROM 12 NOON & 1PM
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Auction 1 (Medical & Dental) ending Tuesday, 18th January from 12noon
Auction 2 (Mixed Insolvency) ending Tuesday, 18th January from 1pm
Do Not Bid unless you are confident you can pay & collect promptly
Payment & Collection deadline: Thursday, 20th January
Opening Hours for Collection: 9am – 4pm
Robson Kay Do Not Package or Deliver
All lots are situated at Robson Kay’s premises in South Manchester and are available to view
by prior appointment, which is strongly encouraged. No lots are tested or warranted. No
refunds or rights of comeback are offered in relation to any aspect of any lot.
All lots are subject to a buyer’s premium of 17.5% + VAT.
Most lots in this sale are subject to VAT on the hammer price.
Immediately below are answers to the most commonly asked questions, followed by a more
detailed explanation of the bidding process:
a) In signing up to the auction, you agree to a payment & collection deadline made clear
in every lot description, typically two working days after the sale. If you cannot pay &
collect within the deadline, DO NOT BID. We do not deliver or package. We appreciate
this timescale is tight, however it is made clear before bidding. Do not choose to
participate in this sale if you cannot adhere to this timescale. It is the responsibility of
the bidder to ensure they complete in time, not the responsibility of the auctioneer to
chase.
b) If your registration has been declined, we will most likely have issued a refundable
deposit request – payment of same will lead to your approval to bid. The deposit is
refundable if you do not bid or if you spend less than your deposit.
c) No paperwork is sent out until the last lot has closed. No collections take place on the
day the sale ends. Emails come from @bidspotter/@ibidder email addresses – ensure
they are not in your spam filter. The winning bidder notification sent out after the sale
ends contains all the important information you need to complete your purchase,
including you paddle number which you should quote at all times.

d) You must pay by bank transfer or online payment with credit/debit card – there are
no cashiering services at Robson Kay.
e) All goods are located at Robson Kay Associates Ltd, Tilson Road, Manchester, M23 9GF
unless otherwise clearly stated. We are usually open for collection on the two days
following the sale from 9am – 4pm. We do not close for lunch, and you do not need
an appointment to collect.
f) Bids are legally binding. There are no rights of comeback, guarantee, refund or return,
no matter what the reason. Please do not bid unless you have viewed to your
satisfaction prior. Lot descriptions cannot be relied upon to be accurate, and items
may be unfit for purpose.
BIDDING PROCESS
1) REGISTRATION
We host all our online auctions on BidSpotter and i-Bidder You must have a BidSpotter (or
i-Bidder) account to sign up to any of our sales.
Please ensure you read & understand the rules of each auction that you sign up to. Every
auctioneer operates differently and independently from each other, so the rules for each
auction differ, sometimes significantly.
Your credit card details are used for the purposes of an identity check, not for payment.
If you fail the I.D. check and/or have no bidding history and/or have one or more incidents
where you have failed to pay any BidSpotter auctioneer and/or you are based overseas,
you are likely to either be declined and/or sent a refundable deposit request. If you pay
the deposit, you will be approved to bid. The deposit will be returned immediately the sale
is over in the event you are unsuccessful.
Please therefore ensure that you sign-up well in advance of the sale – if you wait until the
day the sale is closing before signing up to the sale, there is a strong chance you will not
be approved in time to bid.
Remember all bids are legally binding. Also please remember that we will not change the
bidder’s details on the invoice so you must register in the name you wish the invoice to be
addressed to.
Do Not give your password to anyone else – it is NOT a valid excuse post-sale to claim a
relative/employee/partner/friend/etc bid on your account without your permission – the
registrant will still be held liable for all bidding activity.
PLEASE NOTE many of our auctions are not suited to overseas bidders - the requirement
to package and collect within two days means overseas bidders are unlikely to be able to
comply with our terms. Should you feel you can comply, please contact us to discuss

further and note in the event we do approve you to bid, a substantial deposit will be
required of £2,000 before such approval is granted.
2) VIEWING & BIDDING
VIEWING is strictly by prior appointment. Viewing is highly encouraged.
Since the outbreak of COVID-19 at the beginning of 2020, we have periodically changed
our rules in line with English Law and Public Health England. There is currently no
requirement to wear a mask when visiting our premises.
We have sanitizer stations at each entrance which you must use when entering our
premises. We operate from spacious premises where social distancing is easy to maintain.
We regularly sanitize the premises and the lots. Other than viewing, we keep visitors to a
minimum. For viewing, we stagger arrival times to ensure there are never large numbers
of visitors here at the same time.
PLEASE ACT RESPONSIBLY: If you have any symptoms, or have recently tested positive, or
may have come into contact with someone who has tested positive, please stay at home.
No children under 16 permitted on the premises.
All lots are sold as seen - it is assumed in the act of bidding that all bidders have viewed
lots prior. No allowances of any description whatsoever will be made in the event of
problems as a result of failure to view - it is our strong advice not to bid on anything at all
if you have not viewed to your satisfaction first - our descriptions and photos are
insufficient to rely wholly upon for the purposes of bidding.
Lots close at short intervals. You can bid at any time prior to the lot closing. You can either
bid at the next available bidding level, or leave a maximum bid, in which instance the
system will generate bids on your behalf, buying the lot as cheaply as possible, subject to
what others bid and the level or reserve (if any).
Should you attempt to place a bid ‘off increment’, the system will advise at the time you
attempt to place your bid. The increments increase as the lot price goes up - £5 increments
up to £100, then £10 increments up to £300, then in £20 increments, etc.
Please Note all sales on BidSpotter use `auto bid extension`. If a bid is placed with less than
10 minutes remaining (for that specific lot only) the end time automatically extends by a
further 10 minutes. This will keep occurring until there is a 10 minute period with no bids.
3) BUYER’S PREMIUM & VAT
A Buyer's Premium of 17.5% + VAT is applied to all lots in all sales. Buyer's Premium is
always subject to VAT which can never be zero rated or refunded, even for exporters.

In most auctions, the majority of lots are also subject to VAT on the hammer price.
However, if the vendor is not VAT registered, or if the lot is VAT exempt, the lot price will
not be subject to VAT.
Please look at the additional fees tab in the individual lot descriptions to establish whether
VAT applies to the lot in question.
Strictly for those who register with an address outside the UK, a VAT refund may be
possible for those exporting - see our full terms & conditions for full details. If you register
with a UK address, no refund of VAT will be possible under ANY circumstances.
If you will be looking to reclaim the VAT, it is IMPERATIVE that you inform us at the time of
payment - claims only first registered weeks after the sale will be impossible to facilitate.
4) PAYMENT & COLLECTION
You will receive a ‘winning bidder notification’ email shortly after the last lot closes, with
details of the lots purchased & total balance. This email also contains your paddle number,
which you should quote in all communications including as a bank transfer reference
should you pay by that method. Indeed, almost all commonly asked questions are
answered in the winning bidder notification.
Emails come from @bidspotter or @ibidder email addresses – ensure you look out for
same. If you do not think you have received an email by close of business on the day the
sale ends, it is your responsibility to check your spam filters or contact us.
You will also receive a ‘payment request’ email, shortly after the ‘winning bidder
notification’, which allows you to pay either: Online by credit/debit card
or alternatively
Bank Transfer using the account details in the winning bidder notification
No in person payments are allowed.
No card payments are taken over the phone.
We Do Not Accept Cash
Balances must be paid in full & all goods collected within the timescale stipulated for the
auction in question, typically two working days after the sale ends. Our opening hours for
collection are 9am - 4pm.
No appointment is necessary, and we do not close for lunch.

Most won lots are now brought to the loading bay/door, for buyers to then load
themselves. Although this practice started as a result of COVID restrictions, for now we will
continue with this policy to avoid un-necessary visits inside the premises.
Loading of larger items using our Forklift Truck and driver is often possible (for a small
charge) however not all lots are suited – please check prior to bidding.
We will NOT palletise which means you will still need to send manpower to assist with
loading your lots. Please remember that pallets are excluded and therefore should you
wish to remove pallets with the lots still on them, you will need to bring like for like pallets
to exchange (e.g., euro, regular and blue).
No collections will be possible on the day the auction ends - wait until the morning
following the sale before visiting to avoid a wasted journey.
COLLECTION DEADLINE: YOU WILL BE CHARGED a late collection/payment charge if you do
not collect in time. It is deliberately high in the hope that buyers will make every possible
effort to pay & collect promptly.
Goods paid for but not collected within one week of the collection deadline will be treated
as abandoned unless agreed in writing with Robson Kay prior. Failure to pay will result in a
block on the BidSpotter / i-Bidder platforms. We reserve the right to sell the goods
elsewhere if goods are not paid for within the payment deadline.
WE DO NOT IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM ASSIST WITH POSTAGE OR PACKAGING - PLEASE
BEAR THIS IN MIND BEFORE BIDDING. We do not supply boxes or packing materials, nor
do we deliver.
This means if you send a carrier (or attend to uplift in person), you must remember we will
not put the lot/s you have won in a box/bag/envelope, seal/tape up a box, lend tools to
help dismantle machinery, load items on a pallet, shrink wrap pallets/items, label anything,
weigh lots or indeed do anything other than point you/your carrier in the direction of the
lots in question and supervise their removal. If this will pose a problem, DO NOT BID. After
every sale, at least one bidder will ask us to ‘bend the rules’ giving a most compelling
reason for same. THIS MEANS WE WILL NOT ASSIST IN THE DISPATCH OR COLLECTION OF
LOTS – NO EXCEPTIONS – Do not ask for an exception to be made as our refusal may offend.
5) FULL TERMS
Please ensure that you read our full terms & conditions for further details.
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2015 Ultimax-i multipurpose X-ray system with accessories. This item was
purchased new in late 2015 by a private hospital in Wales, subject to a finance
agreement which has since been terminated. Please note, there are a number of
plaques on items that form this lot. The control panel has a 2015 date of
manufacture which corroborates the 2015 purchase date. We are selling for the
finance company owner. Included in the photographs accompanying this lot, is a
photograph of the invoice detailing the accessories/ancillaries - please note we are
insufficiently expert to ascertain whether all those items are now still present. This
item was purchased for £219,000 plus VAT. We have employed the services of the
specialist medical division within Rhenus, who decommissioned this equipment at
the hospital and delivered it to our south Manchester premises. The photos
accompanying this lot description comprise photos taken in situ before the machine
was decommissioned and photos at our premises after we took delivery. It is easy
to differentiate between the two sets of photographs. The photographs of the
equipment at our premises show everything being included with the lot. The photos
of the equipment in situ prior to decommissioning, will show some other items that
do not relate to this machine and therefore do not form part of this lot
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2015 Radrex-i XR scanner with accessories. This item was purchased new in late
2015 by a private hospital in Wales, subject to a finance agreement which has since
been terminated. Please note, the plaque on the machine is dated October 2013.
We are selling for the finance company owner. Included in the photographs
accompanying this lot, is a photograph of the invoice detailing the
accessories/ancillaries - please note we are insufficiently expert to ascertain
whether all those items are now still present. This item was purchased for £147,500
plus VAT. The hospital employed the services of specialist diagnostic equipment
movers, Mius, who decommissioned & packed up this equipment at the hospital
and delivered it to our south Manchester premises. The photos accompanying this
lot description comprise photos taken in situ before the machine was
decommissioned and photos at our premises after we took delivery. It is easy to
differentiate between the two sets of photographs. The photographs of the
equipment at our premises show everything being included with the lot. The photos
of the equipment in situ prior to decommissioning, will show some other items that
do not relate to this machine and therefore do not form part of this lot
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Belmont X-ray system model PHOT-XiiS wall-mountable X-ray system including
separate wall-mountable hand operated control unit. Paperwork shows this unit
was purchased new in 2017 and the manufacturer's plaque confirms same
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Belmont X-ray system model PHOT-XiiS wall-mountable X-ray system including
separate wall-mountable hand operated control unit. Paperwork suggests this unit
was bought new in 2017, however the manufacturer's plaque shows the date of
manufacture is September 2016
X-ray "Controlled Area" illuminated wall-mountable sign
4 assorted packs of imaging plates. This lot also includes a Dürr Dental imaging plate
holder
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Dürr Dental Vistascan Mini View scanning system, which paperwork suggests was
purchased new in 2017, although the manufacturer's label on the rear shows a year
of manufacture of 2016. Serial no. H348371073
Eschmann water purifying system including tank, filters, cables, monitors, etc.
LEC upright medical fridge, model PSR273UK
Dürr Dental Tornado 2+ oil free compressor with dryer & quiet hood, understood to
have been purchased new in 2017, which the manufacturer's plaque confirms
Eschmann Little Sister SES 3000B 17 litre B-Type vacuum autoclave, which the
plaque on the rear confirms was purchased new in 2017
Hydrim model C61WD G4 by SciCan, understood to have been purchased new in
2017. This lot includes 3 cleaning solution pouches
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Belmont Voyager III Surgery System incorporating lighting, twin articulating
headrest, swing out armrest, foot controls, service centre with air & water filter
regulators, handpiece outlets, rotatable cuspidor unit, porcelain cuspidor bowl &
much more - this lot comprises the items in the photographs accompanying this lot
& as with all lots, we are insufficiently expert to be certain of the accuracy of our lot
descriptions. Understood to have been purchased new in 2017. This lot includes a
matching blue upholstered dentist's chair. NB. The Dürr Dental suction motor which
forms lot 14, is understood to have been used with this lot.
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Dürr Dental VSA 300S single surgery suction motor with amalgam separator,
understood to have been purchased new in 2017, which is corroborated by the year
of manufacture on the plaque NB. This item is understood to have been used with
lot 13
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Belmont Voyager III Surgery System incorporating lighting, twin articulating
headrest, swing out armrest, foot controls, service centre with air & water filter
regulators, handpiece outlets, rotatable cuspidor unit, porcelain cuspidor bowl &
much more - this lot comprises the items in the photographs accompanying this lot
& as with all lots, we are insufficiently expert to be certain of the accuracy of our lot
descriptions. Understood to have been purchased new in 2017. This lot includes a
matching blue upholstered dentist's chair. NB. The Dürr Dental suction motor which
forms lot 16, is understood to have been used with this lot.
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Dürr Dental VSA 300S single surgery suction motor with amalgam separator,
understood to have been purchased new in 2017, however this item has a plaque
stating it was manufactured in 2016 NB. This item is understood to have been used
with lot 15
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Tansun Vitesse model VT2000 upright circular sunbed with Maxi Tan High Intensive
160w/250 tubes. Please note, this sunbed was purchased new in September 2019
subject to a finance agreement which has now been terminated - we are selling on
behalf of the finance company owner. 98 recorded hours
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Tansun Vitesse model VT2000 upright circular sunbed with Maxi Tan High Intensive
160w/250 tubes. Please note, this sunbed was purchased new in September 2019
subject to a finance agreement which has now been terminated - we are selling on
behalf of the finance company owner. 36 recorded hours
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FG08 NNU Vauxhall Astra Club CDTI car derived van, 6 speed manual gearbox,
1248cc diesel engine. Colour: White. First registered: 28.05.08. Total number of
keepers: 4. Current owner: Future Constructions North West Ltd - In Liquidation.
An original logbook is included with this lot. The GOV.UK website indicates this
vehicle has an MOT valid until 29.01.22, however there is no physical MOT
certificate included with this lot. Recorded mileage: 884,170. Specification: This
vehicle has a second row of seats which fold down to make more space in the back
for loading etc., built-in CD player, air con, electric windows, manual mirrors, central
locking, tow bar with electrics
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CV13 PXN Volkswagen Crafter CR35 TDI 109 LWB panel van, 6 speed manual
gearbox, 1968cc diesel engine. Colour: White. First registered: 01.06.13. Total
number of keepers: 3. Current owner: Future Constructions North West Ltd - In
Liquidation. An original logbook is included with this lot. We believe the last valid
MOT expired on 26.12.21. Recorded mileage: 201,878. Specification: Please note,
this vehicle has sliding doors on each side, one door being glazed (heavily tinted) &
one having a wooden panel. The only seats are the three which form the front row
i.e., the driver's seat & the bench seat capable of holding 2 passengers, CD player,
electric windows, TFT colour monitor with reversing camera, central locking NB. Key
is damaged but still works & starts van. NB2. Broken front passenger quarter
window
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CY12 CSZ Volkswagen Crafter CR35 Blue Motion TDI 109 MWB panel van, 6 speed
manual gearbox, 1968cc diesel engine. Colour: White. First registered: 13.06.12.
Total number of keepers: 2. Current owner: Future Constructions North West Ltd In Liquidation. An original logbook is included with this lot. We believe the last valid
MOT expired on 30.12.21. Recorded mileage: 240,943. Specification: This vehicle
has glazed sliding doors on both sides, with the glazed sections being heavily tinted.
This vehicle is capable of seating 6, comprising a driver's seat, a bench seat next to
the driver's seat capable of taking 2 passengers, plus a section with 3 seats accessed
by the sliding doors. There is a full height bulkhead between the passenger
compartment and the rear loading bay, built-in CD player, central locking, speed
limiter, cruise control, TFT colour monitor with reversing camera, electric windows
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KN14 HVV Peugeot 5008 Allure HDI 7-seater MPV, 6 speed manual gearbox, 1560cc
diesel engine. Colour: Silver. First registered: 19.03.14. Total number of keepers:
2. Current owner: Being sold on behalf of a retained client. An original logbook is
included with this lot. The GOV.UK website indicates this vehicle has an MOT valid
until 18.03.22, however there is no physical MOT certificate included with this lot.
Recorded mileage: 73,221. Specification: auto lights, cruise control, electric
windows, electric mirrors, central locking, parking sensors, parking reverse camera,
built-in satnav, Bluetooth, auto window wipers, steering wheel controls, climate
control, built-in CD player, dual heating controls, panoramic overhead window,
digital speedometer display, air con, speed limiter, alloy wheels. NB Parking
assistance system faulty warning.
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55 off Mosé Baby bibs twin packs. Retail price £10 per twin pack. Each twin pack
comprises one plain white bib & one white bib branded Mosé Mouse & Friends.
100% cotton. Press stud fastening
55 off Mosé Baby bibs twin packs. Retail price £10 per twin pack. Each twin pack
comprises one plain white bib & one white bib branded Mosé Mouse & Friends.
100% cotton. Press stud fastening
55 off Mosé Baby bibs twin packs. Retail price £10 per twin pack. Each twin pack
comprises one plain white bib & one white bib branded Mosé Mouse & Friends.
100% cotton. Press stud fastening
55 off Mosé Baby bibs twin packs. Retail price £10 per twin pack. Each twin pack
comprises one plain white bib & one white bib branded Mosé Mouse & Friends.
100% cotton. Press stud fastening
55 off Mosé Baby bibs twin packs. Retail price £10 per twin pack. Each twin pack
comprises one plain white bib & one white bib branded Mosé Mouse & Friends.
100% cotton. Press stud fastening
55 off Mosé Baby bibs twin packs. Retail price £10 per twin pack. Each twin pack
comprises one plain white bib & one white bib branded Mosé Mouse & Friends.
100% cotton. Press stud fastening
55 off Mosé Baby bibs twin packs. Retail price £10 per twin pack. Each twin pack
comprises one plain white bib & one white bib branded Mosé Mouse & Friends.
100% cotton. Press stud fastening
55 off Mosé Baby bibs twin packs. Retail price £10 per twin pack. Each twin pack
comprises one plain white bib & one white bib branded Mosé Mouse & Friends.
100% cotton. Press stud fastening
55 off Mosé Baby bibs twin packs. Retail price £10 per twin pack. Each twin pack
comprises one plain white bib & one white bib branded Mosé Mouse & Friends.
100% cotton. Press stud fastening
58 off Mosé Baby bibs twin packs. Retail price £10 per twin pack. Each twin pack
comprises one plain white bib & one white bib branded Mosé Mouse & Friends.
100% cotton. Press stud fastening
50 off Mosé Baby white sock three packs. Each pack consists of 3 pairs of white
socks suitable for ages 0-3 months. Retail price £10 per three pack. Soft, snug and
easy to slip on to little feet, rib of sock designed to be soft on baby's skin
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50 off Mosé Baby white sock three packs. Each pack consists of 3 pairs of white
socks suitable for ages 0-3 months. Retail price £10 per three pack. Soft, snug and
easy to slip on to little feet, rib of sock designed to be soft on baby's skin
50 off Mosé Baby white sock three packs. Each pack consists of 3 pairs of white
socks suitable for ages 0-3 months. Retail price £10 per three pack. Soft, snug and
easy to slip on to little feet, rib of sock designed to be soft on baby's skin
50 off Mosé Baby white sock three packs. Each pack consists of 3 pairs of white
socks suitable for ages 3-6 months. Retail price £10 per three pack. Soft, snug and
easy to slip on to little feet, rib of sock designed to be soft on baby's skin
50 off Mosé Baby white sock three packs. Each pack consists of 3 pairs of white
socks suitable for ages 3-6 months. Retail price £10 per three pack. Soft, snug and
easy to slip on to little feet, rib of sock designed to be soft on baby's skin
50 off Mosé Baby white sock three packs. Each pack consists of 3 pairs of white
socks suitable for ages 3-6 months. Retail price £10 per three pack. Soft, snug and
easy to slip on to little feet, rib of sock designed to be soft on baby's skin
50 off Mosé Baby white sock three packs. Each pack consists of 3 pairs of white
socks suitable for ages 6-12 months. Retail price £10 per three pack. Soft, snug and
easy to slip on to little feet, rib of sock designed to be soft on baby's skin. Unique
to these larger sizes (6-12 months), these socks have grips on the soles in the Mosé
Baby style
50 off Mosé Baby white sock three packs. Each pack consists of 3 pairs of white
socks suitable for ages 6-12 months. Retail price £10 per three pack. Soft, snug and
easy to slip on to little feet, rib of sock designed to be soft on baby's skin. Unique
to these larger sizes (6-12 months), these socks have grips on the soles in the Mosé
Baby style
50 off Mosé Baby white sock three packs. Each pack consists of 3 pairs of white
socks suitable for ages 6-12 months. Retail price £10 per three pack. Soft, snug and
easy to slip on to little feet, rib of sock designed to be soft on baby's skin. Unique
to these larger sizes (6-12 months), these socks have grips on the soles in the Mosé
Baby style
42 off Mosé Baby white sock three packs. Each pack consists of 3 pairs of white
socks. This lot consists of socks in 3 different sizes, 0-3 months, 3-6 months and 612 months. Retail price £10 per three pack. Soft, snug and easy to slip on to little
feet, rib of sock designed to be soft on baby's skin. Unique to the larger sized socks
(6-12 months), these socks have grips on the soles in the Mosé Baby style
20 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
20 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
20 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
20 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
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20 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
20 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
40 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
40 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
40 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
40 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
40 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
40 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
Approximately 80 Mosé Mouse & Friends! books by Emma Higgins. The first chapter
in the Mosé Mouse series of books, with colourful illustrations and large text. This
book introduces each character and helps understand how to embrace difference.
Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 90 Mosé Mouse & Friends! books by Emma Higgins. The first chapter
in the Mosé Mouse series of books, with colourful illustrations and large text. This
book introduces each character and helps understand how to embrace difference.
Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 90 Mosé Mouse & Friends! books by Emma Higgins. The first chapter
in the Mosé Mouse series of books, with colourful illustrations and large text. This
book introduces each character and helps understand how to embrace difference.
Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 90 Mosé Mouse & Friends! books by Emma Higgins. The first chapter
in the Mosé Mouse series of books, with colourful illustrations and large text. This
book introduces each character and helps understand how to embrace difference.
Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 90 Mosé Mouse & Friends! books by Emma Higgins. The first chapter
in the Mosé Mouse series of books, with colourful illustrations and large text. This
book introduces each character and helps understand how to embrace difference.
Retail price £5 per book
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Approximately 90 Mosé Mouse & Friends! books by Emma Higgins. The first chapter
in the Mosé Mouse series of books, with colourful illustrations and large text. This
book introduces each character and helps understand how to embrace difference.
Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 55 Mosé Mouse & Friends! Freddy Frog's Rotten Day! book by Emma
Higgins and Jordan Howley. The second chapter in the Mosé Mouse series of books,
with colourful illustrations and large text. This book teaches about kindness,
friendship and empathy. Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 55 Mosé Mouse & Friends! Freddy Frog's Rotten Day! book by Emma
Higgins and Jordan Howley. The second chapter in the Mosé Mouse series of books,
with colourful illustrations and large text. This book teaches about kindness,
friendship and empathy. Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 55 Mosé Mouse & Friends! Freddy Frog's Rotten Day! book by Emma
Higgins and Jordan Howley. The second chapter in the Mosé Mouse series of books,
with colourful illustrations and large text. This book teaches about kindness,
friendship and empathy. Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 55 Mosé Mouse & Friends! Freddy Frog's Rotten Day! book by Emma
Higgins and Jordan Howley. The second chapter in the Mosé Mouse series of books,
with colourful illustrations and large text. This book teaches about kindness,
friendship and empathy. Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 55 Mosé Mouse & Friends! Freddy Frog's Rotten Day! book by Emma
Higgins and Jordan Howley. The second chapter in the Mosé Mouse series of books,
with colourful illustrations and large text. This book teaches about kindness,
friendship and empathy. Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 55 Mosé Mouse & Friends! Freddy Frog's Rotten Day! book by Emma
Higgins and Jordan Howley. The second chapter in the Mosé Mouse series of books,
with colourful illustrations and large text. This book teaches about kindness,
friendship and empathy. Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 55 Mosé Mouse & Friends! Freddy Frog's Rotten Day! book by Emma
Higgins and Jordan Howley. The second chapter in the Mosé Mouse series of books,
with colourful illustrations and large text. This book teaches about kindness,
friendship and empathy. Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 55 Mosé Mouse & Friends! Freddy Frog's Rotten Day! book by Emma
Higgins and Jordan Howley. The second chapter in the Mosé Mouse series of books,
with colourful illustrations and large text. This book teaches about kindness,
friendship and empathy. Retail price £5 per book
Approximately 55 Mosé Mouse & Friends! Freddy Frog's Rotten Day! book by Emma
Higgins and Jordan Howley. The second chapter in the Mosé Mouse series of books,
with colourful illustrations and large text. This book teaches about kindness,
friendship and empathy. Retail price £5 per book
16 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 0-3 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
20 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 0-3 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
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20 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 0-3 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
20 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 3-6 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
20 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 3-6 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
20 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 3-6 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
23 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 6-9 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
20 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 6-9 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
20 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 6-9 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
15 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 9-12 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
20 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 9-12 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
20 off Mosé Baby unisex orange romper body suits, in 100% cotton with Mosé Baby
print lining. Age 9-12 months. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing). Retail price £45 per romper suit
8 off Mosé Baby nursing scarves. Soft bamboo jersey fabric in dusty pink. Doubles
up as a stylish scarf for mum and a breastfeeding cover at feeding time. 68%
bamboo, 28% cotton, 4% elastane. Retail price £20 per scarf
10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
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10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
10 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
20 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
20 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
20 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
20 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
20 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
20 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
34 off Mosé Baby changing mats, comprising padded anti-roll wedge fully certified
baby changing mat with Mosé Mouse & Friends design. Nursery grade foam filler,
non-toxic PVC outer, waterproof, wipe-down. Retail price £20 per changing mat
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15 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
15 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
15 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
15 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
15 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
40 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
40 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
40 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
40 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
22 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
40 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
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40 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
40 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
40 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
40 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
40 off Mosé Baby bath towels in white with embroidered logo in corner. 100%
cotton, 700gsm, 140cm x 70cm. Retail price £20 per towel. Super soft, super
absorbent and highly durable. NB this towel has been deliberately designed without
a hood meaning it can continue to be used as the baby grows
11 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
14 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
14 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
14 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
14 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
42 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
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42 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
42 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
42 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
42 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
42 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
42 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
42 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
42 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
42 off Mosé Baby soft plush toys, each approx. 30cm tall. These toys are designs in
the style of the character which features as the face of the Mosé Baby brand.
Suitable for use from birth, fully tested with European safety standards. Retail price
£15 per toy
20 off Mosé Baby unisex formal overcoats in dark green, double breasted, with
velvet collar and trim and Mosé Baby print lining. Size 6-9 months. Retail price £42
per overcoat. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable
easy access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby unisex formal overcoats in dark green, double breasted, with
velvet collar and trim and Mosé Baby print lining. Size 6-9 months. Retail price £42
per overcoat. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable
easy access/changing)
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20 off Mosé Baby unisex formal overcoats in dark green, double breasted, with
velvet collar and trim and Mosé Baby print lining. Size 18-24 months. Retail price
£42 per overcoat. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to
enable easy access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby unisex formal overcoats in dark green, double breasted, with
velvet collar and trim and Mosé Baby print lining. Size 18-24 months. Retail price
£42 per overcoat. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to
enable easy access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby unisex formal overcoats in dark green, double breasted, with
velvet collar and trim and Mosé Baby print lining. Size 9-12 months. Retail price
£42 per overcoat. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to
enable easy access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby unisex formal overcoats in dark green, double breasted, with
velvet collar and trim and Mosé Baby print lining. Size 9-12 months. Retail price
£42 per overcoat. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to
enable easy access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby unisex formal overcoats in dark green, double breasted, with
velvet collar and trim and Mosé Baby print lining. Size 12-18 months. Retail price
£42 per overcoat. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to
enable easy access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby unisex formal overcoats in dark green, double breasted, with
velvet collar and trim and Mosé Baby print lining. Size 12-18 months. Retail price
£42 per overcoat. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to
enable easy access/changing)
21 off Mosé Baby unisex formal overcoats in dark green, double breasted, with
velvet collar and trim and Mosé Baby print lining. In sizes 6-9, 9-12 and 12-18
months. Retail price £42 per overcoat. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing)
22 off Mosé Baby unisex formal overcoats in dark green, double breasted, with
velvet collar and trim and Mosé Baby print lining. In sizes 6-9, 9-12 and 12-18
months. Retail price £42 per overcoat. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to
arms/sleeves to enable easy access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby boy's blazers in grey/black with speckled colours running
throughout with Mosé Baby print lining. 6-9 months. Retail price £42 per blazer.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby boy's blazers in grey/black with speckled colours running
throughout with Mosé Baby print lining. 6-9 months. Retail price £42 per blazer.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby boy's blazers in grey/black with speckled colours running
throughout with Mosé Baby print lining. 9-12 months. Retail price £42 per blazer.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
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40 off Mosé Baby boy's blazers in grey/black with speckled colours running
throughout with Mosé Baby print lining. 9-12 months. Retail price £42 per blazer.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby boy's blazers in grey/black with speckled colours running
throughout with Mosé Baby print lining. 12-18 months. Retail price £42 per blazer.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby boy's blazers in grey/black with speckled colours running
throughout with Mosé Baby print lining. 12-18 months. Retail price £42 per blazer.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby boy's blazers in grey/black with speckled colours running
throughout with Mosé Baby print lining. 18-24 months. Retail price £42 per blazer.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby boy's blazers in grey/black with speckled colours running
throughout with Mosé Baby print lining. 18-24 months. Retail price £42 per blazer.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
26 off Mosé Baby boy's blazers in grey/black with speckled colours running
throughout with Mosé Baby print lining. In assorted sizes. Retail price £42 per
blazer. Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby girl's dress coats in navy, with skirted design, velvet collar and
waist trim plus Mosé Baby print lining. 6-9 months. Retail price £45 per coat. Using
exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby girl's dress coats in navy, with skirted design, velvet collar and
waist trim plus Mosé Baby print lining. 6-9 months. Retail price £45 per coat. Using
exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby girl's dress coats in navy, with skirted design, velvet collar and
waist trim plus Mosé Baby print lining. 9-12 months. Retail price £45 per coat.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby girl's dress coats in navy, with skirted design, velvet collar and
waist trim plus Mosé Baby print lining. 9-12 months. Retail price £45 per coat.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby girl's dress coats in navy, with skirted design, velvet collar and
waist trim plus Mosé Baby print lining. 12-18 months. Retail price £45 per coat.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
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20 off Mosé Baby girl's dress coats in navy, with skirted design, velvet collar and
waist trim plus Mosé Baby print lining. 12-18 months. Retail price £45 per coat.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby girl's dress coats in navy, with skirted design, velvet collar and
waist trim plus Mosé Baby print lining. 18-24 months. Retail price £45 per coat.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
20 off Mosé Baby girl's dress coats in navy, with skirted design, velvet collar and
waist trim plus Mosé Baby print lining. 18-24 months. Retail price £45 per coat.
Using exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
19 off Mosé Baby girl's dress coats in navy, with skirted design, velvet collar and
waist trim plus Mosé Baby print lining. Mixed sizes. Retail price £45 per coat. Using
exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
19 off Mosé Baby girl's dress coats in navy, with skirted design, velvet collar and
waist trim plus Mosé Baby print lining. Mixed sizes. Retail price £45 per coat. Using
exclusive Armeeze technology (zips to arms/sleeves to enable easy
access/changing)
Bathtub including stands & curved bath panel to cover one end & one side
Set of matching bathroom cabinetry in pale grey finish comprising freestanding
cupboard with basin (model MF1001), cistern enclosure (MF1008) & tall cupboard
with drawer at top
Freestanding white gloss cupboard with matching basin
Freestanding white gloss cupboard with matching basin
2 off glass display cabinets, one with some form of removable lighting. White plinths
to top & bottom of cabinets
Glass display cabinet - black plinths to top & bottom
Pair of matching tambour-front office cupboards, one with key & one without
2 off twin-tier glass occasional tables, one with damaged leg
3 off assorted white framed rectangular mirrors, measuring between 400mm x
1500mm & 700mm x 1600mm
2 off plants, each in their own planter plus 1 off vase with artificial flowers
Brown metal 4-drawer filing cabinet
Slimline desk pedestal plus digital key safe (no code)
3 off pale grey metal 2-drawer filing cabinets
Table & chair set comprising white round table on silver legs plus 4 white chairs
Pair of matching mesh back black exec chairs
Pair of bar/kitchen stools comprising chrome frames with wooden seats
4 off matching black stacking chairs on chrome frames
Pair of matching mesh back grey & black chairs
4 off matching black operator's chairs with black upholstered bases & black mesh
style plastic backs
2 off 3-person reception seating benches
6 off matching stacking chairs
8 off matching black stacking chairs with arms, with black upholstered bases & backs
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3 off matching navy fabric swivel tub chairs on chrome bases
3 off pink matching tub chairs
Mixed appliance lot comprising compact fridge freezer plus kettle, toaster &
Thermos flask
2 off assorted microwaves
Hoover Vision Tech 9kg Infinity dryer
Logik model L814WM16 washing machine
Flavia hot drinks station, comprising model Creation 400 drinks machine & 15
compartment dispenser plus large floor standing station incorporating lockable
cupboard with key & waste chute with removable bin. This lot includes all the
consumables, plasticware & paperware located within, including tea sachets,
wooden stirrers, sugar sachets, cups, lids, etc. This lot also includes a user guide
2 off water coolers plus the contents of 2 crates of plastic drinking cups - crates
excluded
3 assorted pieces of brown/wooden furniture comprising 4-drawer filing cabinet,
trolley & small table plus black stool (with one missing castor)
3 off tonneau/barrel shaped tables, each approx. 120cm x 60cm, of which 2 are
assembled & the third requires bolts (not included) to affix the legs to the top
Black coat/umbrella stand
2 off matching silver & brown coat/umbrella stands
2 off floor standing literature display stands
Staff locker system comprising 8 lockers in total NB. These lockers require the use
of padlocks (not included)
7 off assorted fire extinguishers, of which 5 include a removable cover
3 off assorted steps
Mixed lot comprising 4 assorted fans & 2 whiteboards, one of which includes a
stand/frame
7 roller/concertina display stands, 5 of which include a carry case
Electrically adjustable patient bed with hand-held controller
Huntleigh Akron electrically controlled mobile patient bed with hand-held controller
Mobile drawer unit
Mobile drawer unit
Model DT200 electronic body scales NB. Snapped bracket holding display head on
column
2 off Seca traditional body scales
White trolley
Contents of a pallet of hygiene related items, comprising paper towel dispensers,
soap dispensers, consumables & more - pallet excluded
Contents of a pallet of hygiene related items, comprising paper towel dispensers,
soap dispensers, consumables & more - pallet excluded
8 small crates & their contents of impression trays
7 assorted size crates & their contents of assorted consumable medical related
items
Sharp 43" widescreen LCD TV, model LC-43CF6001K, including remote & wallmounting bracket
Toshiba 40" widescreen LCD TV model 40L3653DB, including remote - no brackets
Heated cups/cupping set
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Quantity of assorted medical consumables & other items including cottonwool
buds, razors, wax, bottles, tooth colour charts, pair of dental "handles" & more
Crate & contents of covers for use with dental beds plus large quantity of dental
aprons, dental uniform & more
Palomar skin cooler roller
7 boxes of Apex self-seal sterilisation pouches
Quantity of assorted toner cartridges & similar
Mixed office supplies lot, comprising filing trays, staplers, tape dispensers, notepads
& more. This lot also includes the small stack of plastic trays & the polish station
stand as featured in the photos
Mixed AV lot comprising Madison model MAD1305 hi-fi stereo power amplifier plus
AV link speaker switching unit
2 off Packard Bell desktop computers, each including monitor, keyboard & mouse
2 assorted Lenovo desktop computers, each including keyboard, monitor & mouse
4 off assorted desktop computers, each including keyboard, monitor & mouse
2 off Dell Optiplex 380 desktop computers, each including keyboard & monitor - no
mouse
Mixed computer lot comprising 3 assorted Dell desktop computers & approx. 9
keyboards
Dell PowerEdge T330 server including 4 off 1Tb removable/hot swap hard drives
plus keyboard & mouse
Lexmark CX417DE multifunction printer
Panasonic model KX-MB2025 multifunction copier, scanner, fax
Row of assorted networking equipment including routers, switches & more
8 off LG-Nortel telephone handsets plus cordless V Tec phone
AV metal & glass table
Round glass table on metal pedestal base
7 off HIK Vision security cameras plus Halina home CCTV security camera
Epson model H556B projector plus ceiling-mounting bracket
Office trimmer/guillotine model 42/2007
Quantity of cleaning related items comprising Wet Floor signs, mop & bucket
system, spare handles, spare mop heads & more
Nuvac vacuum cleaner
Contents of a pallet of assorted lighting & electrical items plus mobile stand - pallet
excluded
Contents of 2 crates of assorted consumables, medical devices, mirrors & more crates excluded
Contents of a crate of sample dental products comprising mini toothpastes,
Fixodent kits, Tepe brushes & more - crate excluded
Fix equipment comprising 2 off foam rollers plus 1 off inflatable ball
Aquabathe by Frontline Rondo round freestanding bathtub model BEBE-6003F.
1680 x 780 x 550mm
Pair of assorted white basins
Pair of assorted toilet pans, one of which includes a seat
Brown grey Avola 600 mirror cabinet, 50/50 split, 180mm deep
600 mirror cabinet, 50/50 split, 600 x 183 x 715
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Freestanding cabinet with circular basin, max dimensions of cabinet approx. 82cm x
53cm x 87cm
Freestanding cabinet with basin, max dimensions approx. 51cm x 43cm
Wall-mountable white gloss cupboard with basin that sits on top
800mm wide bathroom cupboard with matching basin
5 assorted bathroom cupboards
2 off assorted doors/door blanks
3 off assorted very large rectangular shower trays
2 off shower enclosures comprising 6mm framed 1100 sliding door & 8mm 1000
framed wet room panel
2 off assorted 2 panel hinged bath screens
1000x800 offset quadrant shower enclosure
Arezzo brushed brass fluted glass wet room screen
3 assorted bathroom bath panels & screens
3 off assorted Synergy Vodas 8 wet room deflectors & similar
Designer radiator in white, 1600mm x 236mm x 56mm
Cubico Bathrooms Urban heated towel rail in anthracite 1600 x 500
White towel radiator max. dimensions approx. 120cm x 49cm
Shower system model SP6815-TBX
Freestanding bath tap, product no. 206346
Bristan Frenzy thermostatic mixer shower
Siemens oven model HT6B60C0
Contents of a pallet of assorted tiles comprising 4 boxes of Rak Ceramics pink edging
tiles, 5 boxes of Colorker pale grey lightly speckled patterned tiles & 4 boxes of
Colorker modern patterned tiles - pallet excluded
16 boxes of large grey patterned glazed porcelain tiles, each tile measuring 60cm
square. Each box has 4 pieces, meaning this lot comprises in total approx. 64 tiles
Stack of Rak Ceramics large tiles, equivalent to approx. 5/6 boxes (a number of the
tiles are not boxed), each complete box comprising 4 off 60 x 60 tiles measuring a
total per box of 1.44 sq m
7 boxes of CerAsia black polished tiles, each box comprising 4 off 600 x 600 tiles NB.
This lot also includes several loose tiles
3 off Blanco assorted mixer taps
Cooke & Lewis Oceanis thermostatic mixer shower
2 off mini UV Star water filtering, purifying & disinfecting kits including dedicated
drinking water taps
4 assorted mixer tap systems & similar - uncertain if complete
Redring Expressions Revive electric shower
Large square showerhead
4 off FG (Flying Gadgets) Ultimate stable, flying & filming platform drones
4 off FG (Flying Gadgets) Ultimate stable, flying & filming platform drones
Homedics Stretch+ back stretching mat
3 off Homedics leg exercisers
Roxi Home Music entertainment system comprising unlimited music streaming,
karaoke, music trivia games & worldwide radio
4 off iHog remote control flying warthogs
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8 off Adonit wireless fast charging stands - 7.5w iPhone & 10w Samsung fast
charging, with QC3.0 fast charging adaptors included
10 off Adonit wireless fast charging stands - 7.5w iPhone & 10w Samsung fast
charging, with QC3.0 fast charging adaptors included
10 off Adonit wireless fast charging stands - 7.5w iPhone & 10w Samsung fast
charging, with QC3.0 fast charging adaptors included
10 off Jam Transit mini buds Bluetooth wireless earbud systems
10 off Jam Transit mini buds Bluetooth wireless earbud systems
7 off Jam Transit mini buds Bluetooth wireless earbud systems
13 off SHQ high performance component video cable systems
13 off SHQ high performance component video cable systems
10 off Philips 3x10w Eco Power brushed chrome LED spotlights - this lot consists of
10 boxes which each contain 3 spotlights
10 off Philips 3x10w Eco Power brushed chrome LED spotlights - this lot consists of
10 boxes which each contain 3 spotlights
13 off Philips 3x10w Eco Power brushed chrome LED spotlights - this lot consists of
13 boxes which each contain 3 spotlights
24 off B&Q surface mounted strip lights
24 off B&Q surface mounted strip lights
24 off B&Q surface mounted strip lights
26 off B&Q surface mounted strip lights
8 off Microsoft Windows Pro 10 64 bit English licence packs
7 retail display backs of Jerome Alexander Magic Minerals Contour kits, each display
pack containing 6 kits - this lot consists of 43 kits in total
20 off Mix Charge travel self-coil travel cables, synchronising & charging USB to
micro USB, in fancy presentation pack
20 off Mix Charge travel self-coil travel cables, synchronising & charging USB to
micro USB, in fancy presentation pack
30 off Mix Charge travel self-coil travel cables, synchronising & charging USB to
micro USB, in fancy presentation pack
30 off Mix Charge travel self-coil travel cables, synchronising & charging USB to
micro USB, in fancy presentation pack
60 off Mix Charge travel self-coil travel cables, synchronising & charging USB to
micro USB, in fancy presentation pack
60 off Mix Charge travel self-coil travel cables, synchronising & charging USB to
micro USB, in fancy presentation pack
24 off Crocodile wrench
10 off audio-visual cable kits
7 pairs of Ashley Wilde design fully lined eyelet curtains in red patterned fabric
5 boxes of Slim 'n Lift Aire Bra Deluxe sets - each box contains 16 sets of 3
12 off Body Essentials control leggings
12 off Body Essentials control leggings
12 off Body Essentials control leggings
18 off Better Brella black umbrellas
24 off Better Brella black umbrellas
Mixed lighting lot comprising LED floodlight plus LED bulkhead
10 boxes of Pest Repeller electronic insect repellents, each box containing 4 units
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10 boxes of Pest Repeller electronic insect repellents, each box containing 4 units
12 boxes of Pest Repeller electronic insect repellents, each box containing 4 units
6 assorted toner cartridges & similar
60 pairs of safety goggles (6 boxes) - see photo of label on outside of box for CE &
other Standards codes
60 pairs of safety goggles (6 boxes) - see photo of label on outside of box for CE &
other Standards codes
60 pairs of safety goggles (6 boxes) - see photo of label on outside of box for CE &
other Standards codes
60 pairs of safety goggles (6 boxes) - see photo of label on outside of box for CE &
other Standards codes
60 pairs of safety goggles (6 boxes) - see photo of label on outside of box for CE &
other Standards codes
60 pairs of safety goggles (6 boxes) - see photo of label on outside of box for CE &
other Standards codes
2 off radiators comprising Center Rail towel rail plus large chrome unusually shaped
modern radiator
4 off assorted bathroom cupboards comprising wall-mounted drawer units, 2 off
mirror front cabinets & 1 off wall-mounted column cabinet
Pair of matching pale blue tweed reception chairs
Henry vacuum cleaner
Pair of dark grey fabric upholstered stacking stand chairs/meeting chairs
Mixed lot comprising 2 off Hello Kitty wristwatches & 3 children's books
5 off hand-held barcode scanners
Black leather/leather look swivel chair
2 off large square tables on solid metal frames, one assembled & one disassembled
as per the pictures. Each table measures approx. 140cm square
Quantity of IT equipment comprising 3 rack-mountable storage devices & similar
plus quantity of additional drives, fans & more
Pair of assorted chairs
Tuskbond One spray device including spray gun & trolley
Quantity of assorted materials comprising 4 bags of grout, 2 off Mega Baby skips &
one bag of polystyrene filler
Mixed IT lot comprising 4 off keyboards & 2 off iZettle readers plus 1 off iZettle dock
Cosmetics & perfume lot comprising 5 off assorted perfume gift packs & similar plus
11 bottles of L'Oreal Gold nail polish
Mixed IT lot comprising 2 off assorted drives & 3 off assorted data cartridges
2 off metal long narrow tables plus quantity of poles & netting
4 boxes, each containing 144 off 100ml bottles of hand sanitiser (alcohol based) with
aloe vera protection
4 boxes, each containing 144 off 100ml bottles of hand sanitiser (alcohol based) with
aloe vera protection
4 boxes, each containing 144 off 100ml bottles of hand sanitiser (alcohol based) with
aloe vera protection
4 boxes, each containing 144 off 100ml bottles of hand sanitiser (alcohol based) with
aloe vera protection
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4 boxes, each containing 144 off 100ml bottles of hand sanitiser (alcohol based) with
aloe vera protection
4 boxes, each containing 144 off 100ml bottles of hand sanitiser (alcohol based) with
aloe vera protection
3 off matching dark grey tweed exec chairs
Black leather/leather look exec chair
5 off assorted blue operator's chairs with arms
4 off assorted black operator's chairs with arms
12 off red fabric matching stand chairs, 4 with arms & 8 without
Pair of black matching stand chairs/visitor's chairs
Pair of royal blue fabric visitor's/reception chairs
Mixed appliance lot comprising microwave, toaster & coffee machines
2 off matching office cupboards in pale beech
Pair of matching furniture items comprising open front bookcase & 4-drawer filing
cabinet
2 off bookcases/shelving units
Air conditioning unit model P14HCP plus mini desk fan & small heater
3 assorted cycling related framed prints, 2 being signed
Mixed office equipment lot comprising GBC Comb Bind C20 binding system, Maplin
laminator plus small Momentum paper shredder
Quantity of matching piano desk & desk pedestals comprising one assembled desk
with built-in drawer pack, 2 under desk floating pedestals, 4 flat pack desks & 2 more
drawer packs
Quantity of assorted inkjet cartridges & similar
Vintage Motorola 4800X mobile phone system with carry case
Seaward model PAC1500XI portable appliance checker
Precision Flow model 190PDE testing system in case
Airflow air velocity & volume flow meter in case
Airflow testing system in case
AC digital clamp meter
5 assorted testing devices & meters including thermometer, sound level meter, leak
checker & more
5 off computer/side tables - assorted sizes
Floor standing paper shredder model HSM 108.2
2 off assorted small metal twin drawer cabinets
Sharp MX-2630 floor standing copier with 3 paper cassettes & auto document feed
plus touchscreen controls. This lot includes a quantity of consumables as pictured
6 rolls of paper (80gsm), presumed to be for use with lot 713
HP DesignJet T520 small wide format printer NB. The paper in lot 712 is assumed to
be for use with this lot
HP OfficeJet 8012 multifunction printer
2 off Epson WF-3010 compact wi-fi printers
HP LaserJet Pro model M203DW
Brother Business Smart Series multifunction printer model MFC-J6930DW
Wall-mountable server/networking cabinet including 2 off patch panels & key for
lockable door
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Server/networking equipment cabinet including 2 off multi-socket power adaptors
& key for lockable door
Contents of a pallet of assorted tools including small toolkit, Airflow testing set, 2
off Perflow meters, 2 rolls of tubing & 110v Hitachi drill in case
Quantity of cleaning related items including mop & bucket sets, floor sign, first aid
equipment & more
Vacuum cleaner
Vax vacuum cleaner
Impact 3-section heavy-duty air cushioned light stand (9.5ft, black) including carry
case
Contents of a pallet of office supplies comprising filing trays, staplers & hole punches
- pallet excluded
Contents of a pallet of stationery & office supplies comprising ring binders,
suspension files, comb binding rings, marker pens, paper & more - pallet excluded
Nuaire Opus 40S-CF fan
Toolbox & contents - please note this set is incomplete
Erbauer handheld electric router with case
Clarke Contractor 1200W hammer drill
Titan electric belt sander
Erbauer model EBS950 950W belt sander
Mixed tool lot comprising clamp, mallet, blow torch, etc. This lot also includes an
electric driver (no battery) plus a battery charger
Bosch hammer drill model GBH2-20D in case
Workzone electric nail gun in case
2 off cases & their contents of assorted fixings
Tacwise electric nail gun in case
Metabo pull down mitre saw on dedicated mobile bench model KSU251 mobile
Bosch pull down mitre saw on dedicated folding stand model GTA2600 professional
2 off Roughneck twin handled fibreglass pole diggers
Mixed lot comprising 2 assorted basins plus Whistler matt black round top mounted
outdoor light
Dimplex model SIV20 fire
Electric fire with wooden surround
2 off Seeyoo LCD media players with wooden surround model SY2008-F
26 off 20kg tubs of Baumit grout
8 off Drawer System 800 pan drawer systems. NB this lot also includes a bottom
drawer pack & a base cabinet
3 off corner shower trays
4 off assorted square & corner shower trays
3 off square shower trays
3 off square shower trays
Twin rung ladder each section measuring approximately 163cm
Wilms mobile drying system model KT300 with 4,812 hours on the clock
HD500 S3 mobile room dryer
Mobile pressure/steam cleaner
Gas heater - no gas bottle included
2 off adjustable trestles
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3 off square shower trays
16 assorted canvas box prints
3 off 5kg tubs of Mapei Ultrabond Eco VS90 Plus
10 off assorted 110V site lamps
4 off 110V tripod based site lamps
Bauer electric benchtop tile cutter
Manual cutter
2 off assorted pressure washers
Folding/twin rung ladder set, each of the 2 sections measuring approximately
165cm long
Mixed lot comprising curved shower screen plus curtain pole & curtain rail
14 assorted internal doors
7 assorted internal doors
9 assorted internal & external doors
12 assorted internal & external doors
16 assorted doors
8 assorted doors
5 assorted doors in 2 stacks
5 assorted doors, in what appears to be a similar wood finish
9 assorted doors
3 off French doors
2 off Geom Karalis room dividing panels
6 off compact rectangular handwashing basins
3 assorted basins & sinks
4 off stainless steel single bowl sinks each with built-in drainer
Assorted sanitary ware comprising low level cistern plus 2 off basins
3 off Dell Optiplex compact desktop computers each with keyboard & monitor. NB
no hard drives
3 off Dell Optiplex compact desktop computers each with keyboard & monitor. NB
no hard drives
Dell Vostro compact Intel Core i5 mini tower computer including keyboard, mouse,
monitor & webcam. Core i5-8400 CPU @ 2.8GHz, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD solid-state
hard drive, etc
Dell Vostro compact Intel Core i5 mini tower computer including keyboard, mouse,
monitor & webcam. Core i5-8400 CPU @ 2.8GHz, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD solid-state
hard drive, etc
Dell Vostro compact Intel Core i5 mini tower computer including keyboard, mouse,
monitor & webcam. Core i5-8400 CPU @ 2.8GHz, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD solid-state
hard drive, etc
Dell Vostro compact Intel Core i5 mini tower computer including keyboard, mouse,
monitor & webcam. Core i5-8400 CPU @ 2.8GHz, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD solid-state
hard drive, etc
Dell Vostro compact Intel Core i5 mini tower computer including keyboard, mouse,
monitor & webcam. Core i5-8400 CPU @ 2.8GHz, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD solid-state
hard drive, etc
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Dell Vostro compact Intel Core i5 mini tower computer including keyboard, mouse
& monitor. Core i5-8400 CPU @ 2.8GHz, 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD solid-state hard
drive, etc
3 off antique stove style electric fires. NB uncertain if complete as they look exdisplay and/or used
2 off HP ultra compact computers each with power pack, keyboard & monitor
LG 47" LCD TV model 47LB580V including remote control & wall bracket - no desktop
stand. NB broken screen
The contents of 3 crates of assorted cables, headsets, power adaptors & more
Dell PowerEdge T340 server with Intel Xeon processor, 32GB RAM & 4 off 4Tb 7.2K
removable hot swap hard drives. This lot also includes keyboard, monitor & mouse
Lenovo ThinkServer server model TS140 including keyboard, monitor & mouse
5 off assorted mobile phones including Blackberry & variety of accessories in boxes
all as pictured
2 off Samsung smartphones, one with badly damaged screen. NB no ancillaries
2 assorted android smartphones including cases but no other ancillaries
Apple iPad 5th Generation 32GB, model A1822 - no ancillaries
Bottle of 2014 Campo Viejo Reserva Rioja red wine sold under AWRS number
XQAW00000101017
Dell Optiplex 3060 notebook computer with Core i5-8500 CPU @ 3GHz processor,
8GB RAM, 256GB SSD solid-state hard drive, etc. This lot also includes keyboard,
monitor & mouse
2 off assorted monitors
Dell notebook computer with Core i5-1035G1 CPU @ 1GHz, 8GB RAM, 240GB SSD
solid-state hard drive, etc. This lot also includes a power pack/charger
Dell notebook computer with i5-8265U CPU @ 1.6GHz processor, 8GB RAM, 240GB
SSD solid-state hard drive, etc. This lot includes a power pack/charger
Dell notebook computer with i5-8265U CPU @ 1.6GHz processor, 8GB RAM, 240GB
SSD solid-state hard drive, etc. NB no power pack/charger with this lot
Asus model X5415 white notebook computer with Pentium processor & 4GB RAM.
This lot also includes a power pack/charger
2 off assorted notebook computers - no hard drives or ancillaries included with this
lot
4 off Dell port replicators each with their own power pack/charger
11 off Polycom telephone handsets plus conference phone. This lot consists of 10
off model 1849C-VVX250 handsets with small digital display, model VVX450 larger
VOIP phone with additional side cart plus digital display trio 8500 conference phone
APC UPS unit model BACK-UPS 1400
Assorted speakers comprising 1 off Bluetooth speaker & 2 off computer stereo
speaker systems
Datto model ALTO 3 V2 business continuity/disaster recovery system
2 off assorted rack mountable networking items plus 5 assorted routers, data sticks
& similar
3 off assorted switches & modems
Cisco 800 Series Broadband router in box with ancillaries
4 off assorted rack mountable managed switches & other networking devices
Sandstrom radio

